
1. Suzanne 
 

She’s something like a monster. That’s what I’m thinking as I watch Heather—my barely-older-

than-me sister—standing in a hospital elevator overseeing the lights on the control panel. 
“That smell.” She forces a gag. “You smell that, Suzanne? Maybe you’re used to it by 

now, but that hospital smell still goes right through all my cell membranes and makes my 

perineum ache.” 
Everyone knows Heather can handle smells a lot worse than this. I smirk. “You mean 

you’re glad no one’s come here to see you do your thing this time.” 

“So glad.” 
The dirty metal doors slide open in front of us. Heather exaggerates a hop over the 

threshold, over the space where a black, empty crack drops four storeys that might as well be an 

oblivion beneath us. 
We’re in the hallway of this hospital’s labour and delivery unit. I work as a nurse, but this 

isn’t my hospital, this massive pink box visible from the Whitemud Freeway, marked with a 

crucifix that lights up and glows at night in honour of the French-Canadian nuns who founded it. 

The Grey Nuns, the Sisters of Charity—out west, far from home, not at all related by blood. 
Heather and I are related by blood, though we don’t look alike. We have an uncle who’s 

been joking all our lives that Heather must be adopted. Either we’re too used to the joke to laugh 

or else it’s never been funny. My genetic connection to Heather only makes sense when we’re 

seen in a complete set of five, with our three other sisters. Then it’s easy to trace Heather’s wan, 

almost sickly features darkening, softening, becoming more robust as they shift through Meaghan to 

Tina to Ashley to me. 
It’s been a while since any of us have been inside the labour and delivery unit of the Grey 

Nuns Hospital—almost two entire years. The long walls are painted the same pale orange-pink 

colour, like the skin of most of the white people living in northern countries like this one. And 

Heather is right about the smell—the carts of disinfected white linens, the musty yellow mop 

buckets, the dread. Everything is exactly like it was the first time she was wheeled up here. 

“Room number seven.” Heather waves at a closed door. She’s trotting down the hallway 

a step and a half ahead of me. “I know that room. That’s where I had my first. Remember?” 
I’m nodding. “Lucky seven.” 
Heather is all hair and noise in front of me, calling out landmarks like room seven, Tina’s 

name jotted on the smeary whiteboard, the yellow vinyl chair that caught our brother-in-law 

when he passed out on his way to the coffee machine after being kept awake here for thirty 

hours. 
There are other corridors in the hospital where the landmarks are different. They’re not 

monuments to firsts but to lasts—not places where people have been born but places where 

they’ve died. We can’t see them from this hallway, but they’re a part of everything here. Heather 

and I, we sense it. 
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not morbid. I’m a nurse. The hospital’s secrets are what they 

are, and they’re known to me. Heather, on the other hand, doesn’t have much to defend herself 

with when people accuse her of being morbid. She works as a funeral director—an embalmer, 

undertaker, a mortician licensed by the government to rinse out, wrap up, and send off the dead.  

“Hey Suze, remember how you came here to see me while I was in labour that first time? 

And you brought Tina along?” Heather says. “She came into the room and stood right up against 

the outside of the curtain but wouldn’t come any further. All I saw of her were shoes and 



socks—like she was that flattened witch sticking out from underneath the crashed house in The 

Wizard of Oz.” 
Of course I remember. Back then, none of my sisters had a baby yet. Heather was living 

out her privilege as the oldest of us, her curse of going first—our howling, flailing vanguard. At 

the time, I was only halfway through nursing school. I’d already attended to other labouring 

women—strangers. I had a nurse’s face and I wore it for Heather, for me, for everyone when I 

came to see her. 
She wouldn’t have it. “What is with you, Suzanne?” she asked through the morphine 

cobwebs she swiped at but couldn’t clear away from her cheeks and chin. “What’s with your 

face? And your voice? They’re all plastic and clean.” 
Our younger sister, Tina, was here that day without any face but her own. She was just 

out of high school. It was all too much for her. 
And now, from behind a closed door, someone cries out in that Tarzan voice of the 

transition phase of childbirth. I glance around the hallway’s fleshy walls. Maybe it’s still too 

much, for all of us. Maybe it’s worse and worse every time. 

At the sound of the voice, there’s a flinch in Heather’s shoulders. “There goes all the 

cortisol squirting out of my adrenal glands. You feel that, Suze?” 
Heather, me, Tina, our younger sister Ashley—we’ve each given birth to at least one 

baby in this hospital. Ashley laboured here, but her babies weren’t actually born in any of the 

rooms branching off this hallway. She was taken downstairs to an operating suite instead.  

“They strapped me down and gutted me like a fish,” she told us when they finally let us 

see her and her enormous baby girl. I worried Ashley would’ve been sad or ashamed about not 

having a “natural” delivery. But that kind of fuss looked like nonsense to her after a day and a 

half of labour. 

She came back from the operating room glorying in it, proud to be the first one of us to 

have a Caesarean section. Ashley is the fourth-born of our five member sister group, and she 

hardly ever gets the honour of being the first one of us to do anything. Someone had forgotten to 

take the green operating room hairnet off her head before they sent her back to the maternity 

floor. When we saw her, she was still wearing it, like laurel leaves. 

There won’t be anything as radical as Ashley’s surgical births happening when we find 

Tina here today. Babies come to Tina with all the gore and horror they’re supposed to and no 

more. That’s how it is for me too. I’d say more about my childbirth career, but no one wants to 

hear it. I know that. If they do, the Internet is full of blog after pink-ity blog of birth stories 

complete with every bit of mucus and vomit and meconium and whatever else we never find out 

until it’s too late. 
Meaghan is the only one of us never to have had a baby here. She’s the youngest sister, 

number five, and she hasn’t had a baby anywhere yet, not really. 

“There’s got to be a reason why I get that weird, traumatized post-abortion vibe wafting 

off Meaghan every once in a while. Don’t you ever sense that, Suzanne?” Heather has asked me 

about it at least a dozen times. I don’t know anything for certain. And I won’t settle it by asking 

Meaghan. Neither will Heather. Still, the theory rings a little truer every time I hear it. Maybe 

this is what makes Heather so monstrous—the way her sick little hunches are usually right, 

terribly right. 
Meaghan won’t be coming to the hospital until later—until after. Ashley is already in 

Tina’s room when we arrive, looking like a younger, prettier, slightly shrunken version of me—

high, clean brows and long, dark hair. 



Heather says her kids are too lazy to learn to tell me and Ashley apart without looking at 

which of their uncles we’re married to. They’re just kids, so it’s hard to be snippy about it. My 

husband is Uncle Troy, a tall, splendid man, a dentist who likes golf and essential oils. The only 

thing he has in common with Ashley’s husband, Uncle Durk, is his taste in female beauty. 
Durk is an old teenager who likes cannabis and chakras. Today, he’s been left alone to 

manage the fireplace store he and Ashley own. 
We find my younger sisters in a birthing room near the end of the hall. Ashley is sitting 

in a chair pulled to the foot of the bed, texting Durk, a bit frantic from the waist up. Below her 

waist, her shoes are off, her legs folded into a lotus pose. On the bed, Tina is propped up by the 

mattress cranked and bent into a steep angle behind her. The little footstool that’s supposed to be 

kept on the floor is set right on top of the bed, across Tina’s thighs like she’s about to be served 

breakfast. She’s leaning forward, onto the rubberized black stepping surface of the footstool, 

resting her weight on the points of both of her elbows. I’ve seen it before. 

“Where is Martin?” It’s the first thing Heather says as we step into the room.  
Martin is Tina’s husband, the man known in the hospital today as a “new father” even 

though he has been a father for ages. I have secret theories sometimes too, and one of mine is 

that Martin has an attention deficit disorder, the kind no one diagnosed back in the seventies 

when he was the silliest, most jittery kid in his swanky school with the crested blazer uniforms. I 

think his disorder is what makes Tina have all these babies. She’s flagging down Martin’s 

attention by adding interest to their family. Believe it or not, this not-quite-born baby is their 

sixth child. 
Tina doesn’t answer Heather’s question herself. Instead, Ashley uncoils and stands up to 

speak for Tina. “Martin’s at the nursing station,” Ashley says. “One of the ladies out there went 

to school with him back in the day.” 

Heather grits her teeth. “How heartwarming.” 
“Should I get him?” I offer. 

Tina moans. Her verbal answer is spoken through Ashley’s mouth. “Not yet,” Ashley 

says. 
“How’re you progressing? What was your cervix at the last time they checked you?” I’m 

speaking through my hospital face, the warm clean plastic. 
Again, it’s Ashley who answers. “They say she’s dilated to seven centimetres.” 
Heather throws her purse into Ashley’s empty chair. “Seven? Her last three centimetres 

go from seven to a full ten in about twenty minutes—every time. Do they know that?” 
Ashley turns up both her hands, empty. “That’s what I told them. They acted like they 

understood me.” 
It’s not the same as acting like they believed her. 
On the bed, Tina surges into a sob. 

“Where are her drugs?” Heather wants to know. 

Ashley shakes her head. “They say they ordered them half an hour ago. But someone’s 

got appendicitis downstairs, and they can’t do an epidural for Tina until the on-call 

anaesthesiologist gets out of surgery.” 
“Well, there isn’t going to be time for that.” 
“Honey?” I’m saying to Tina. “Honey, can you still talk?” 
We hear Tina’s voice, but there are no words. It’s the sign. We all know it. It’s the end.  

“I’ll get the doctor.” Ashley is on her feet and out the door. 

“Quick and shallow,” I’m saying to Tina, panting, nodding. “Hee-hee-hee.” 



In other moments we’ve agreed fancy breathing techniques during labour are vain 

conceits left over from another, sillier generation. But right now we need something. 
“He-haaa,” Tina bellows back at me. 

Ashley has returned with a man and a woman in green medical scrubs topped with white 

coats like smoking jackets at a sleazy adult pyjama party. The man’s neck is long and skinny and 

spotty, the look of a smart kid in an accelerated high school math class. The woman is fully 

grown but young and quite short. 
“These are Tina’s doctors?” I ask. 

“Yeah. She’s a resident. She’s brand new at it but she’s still pretty much a real doctor. 

Right?” Ashley is moving behind them to close the door they’ve left open. “And he’s Byron. 

He’s a medical student.” 
We all gape at each other.  
“So what can we do for you?” the resident asks. 

“You need to check her,” I tell the doctors. “She’s close.” 
“She’s only at seven,” the resident insists. “We just checked her. And the attending 

doctor’s not ready. He’s not even here.” 
“Look, sorry, I’m a nurse,” I say. “I hate to be pushy but this is my sister’s sixth baby. 

She’s not like other patients you’ve seen today. She’s a multiparous woman with a history of 

precipitous labour. So, I’m sorry, but—” 
The resident is nodding and nodding. 

It’s Martin himself opening the door just as Ashley gets it shut. He slides into the room 

right before Byron moves the footstool off the bed and the resident draws back the sheets.  
The resident is the only one of us who gasps at the sight of a black-haired pate crowning 

between Tina’s quaking white thighs. “Don’t push,” she calls toward the head of the bed.  

In a corner, Martin is asking Byron how he’s enjoying medical school. 
On the bed, Tina pinches her eyelids closed and a tear falls from the outside corner of 

each of her eyes, moving in tandem over the pale, pink skin of her temples. More than any of us, 

Tina looks like our mother. I knew our mother when she was the age Tina is right now. Not all 

my sisters can remember back that far. Tina’s face, my mother’s—the familiarity makes 

everything strange. Am I still in the Grey Nuns Hospital with my sisters? Maybe I’ve gone. 

Maybe I’m somewhere else—sometime else, watching as one of us is born. 
“Don’t—don’t push,” the resident says again, desperate and undoctor-ly. The sliver of the 

baby’s head is getting wider and rounder. Tina’s flesh is opening like a terrible red eye. “Don’t!”  
We’re all talking at once. 

“She isn’t pushing.” 
“It’s not like she can help it.” 
“It’s too late. She can’t hold it back.” 

Even Byron and Martin know it’s true. The baby is being born without any consent or 

assistance from the rest of us. We can’t let that happen, so we reach for our repertoire of hollow 

medical and maternal rituals. 
Martin has come to the place in his typical birth script where he accepts his Platinum 

Card and his old-money family name have no power here. For a moment, he will be just like the 

rest of us. He has tucked his silk necktie into his monogrammed dress shirt. He’s holding one of 

Tina’s legs, bending it at the knee the way we’ve always told him to do it. Next to her flesh, a 

diamond-crusted cufflink glitters at Martin’s wrist—cheap and obscene in this place. 



Ashley is holding Tina’s other leg. I am standing between the resident and the stainless 

steel tray of instruments Byron managed to uncover. I am here—not only a sister but a medical 

automaton ready to pass the resident whatever she thinks she needs and maybe a few things she 

won’t think of at all. I don’t always like Nurse Suzanne. She stands in for me—my face, my 

voice, my dead steady hands—when things are hard and harrowing. She shoulders past my real 

soul, the one that falters and suffers and loves, and takes its place. 
Someday, I worry, there may be consequences. For now, Nurse Suzanne snaps sterile 

gloves over the resident’s outstretched hands. 

Tina’s baby is coming so fast Heather misses one of her classic lines—the one where she 

crows at the squeamish males in the room to, “Get up there. Trust me: it feels way worse than it 

looks. Really, it just looks a lot like a slick, red sock turning itself inside out.” 
Instead of upbraiding anyone, Heather is bent low, her face close to Tina’s ear, talking. 

“It’s okay, sweetheart. You’re never stronger than right now.” 

Tina’s voice is mounting again. 
At the sound, the glass over my medical automaton eyes cracks. Nurse Suzanne is giving 

way, forced aside. I can almost see him—Tina’s baby—a tiny bird wheeling and wheeling 

through the air over my sister’s body, coming close and then veering away, moving on a current 

none of us can sense, making himself ready to fold up his wings and alight on the earth.  

We’re watching when the baby sucks in his first breath. Even green Byron remembers to 

step forward and see, right at the end. 

Tina is smiling against the pillow, holding the baby, able to talk again. She’s bossing 

Ashley, telling her where to find the fancy camera with the autofocus low light capable zoom 

lens. It’s engineered especially for taking photos of babies, and it cost as much as Tina’s first car.  
Heather steps away from the bedside. She accosts the resident in the mucky latex gloves 

and vocalizes what we all know. “This was your first solo delivery, wasn’t it?” 
The resident is grinning into her own chest, nodding. 

Heather flings an arm around the woman’s shoulders, jostles her like another younger 

sister, and tells her, “Well, you did great.” 
Kindness can be monstrous. It has power to devastate sometimes—now. We all look 

away as the new little doctor starts to cry. 
 

In a restaurant half the city and half a month away from the Grey Nuns Hospital, Heather sits 

twisting an over-sized topaz ring around and around on the middle finger of her right hand. 

Maybe the ring isn’t over-sized. Maybe her hands are just too small. They’d look bigger if she’d 

grow her fingernails and get a manicure. She won’t. Painted, bulbous nails are a sign of 

squandered resources and failed feminism. That’s what Heather says. 

She stops her twisting, looks at her wristwatch, and then at the four empty chairs at our 

table. So far, it’s just the two of us sitting in the posh restaurant where Tina has booked a table 

for six in the middle of the afternoon. 
“Come on, girls,” Heather says. 
I’m not impatient yet. Tina will be travelling with a two-week-old baby today, the perfect 

reason to be late. “You want me to try calling them again?” I offer anyway. 
Heather waves her hand. “There’s no point. If Tina’s not answering, it probably means 

her kids have washed her phone for her again. That nanny of theirs is a sham.” She pushes her 

palms against the wintry static electricity of her hair, trying to get the flying yellow mass to stay 



behind her ears. She’s laughing. “Look at that table full of lawyers over there. Could they be any 

less happy?” 
I glance at the dour faces bent over menus on the other side of the dining room. They do 

look miserable, and it makes me want to defend the sad lawyers against my monster-sister. “That 

one guy doesn’t seem too glum,” I say, nodding toward the youngest man at the table.  
Heather huffs. “He’s not a lawyer. Look at him. He’s just the poor working stiff they 

dragged out here to hold their coats.” 
But a nice place like this has a coat check. Whatever, I’ll let Heather malign the lawyers 

all she wants. It’s an oblique tactic of hers, meant to protect Ewan. That’s Heather’s husband. 

Ewan is always surrounded by lawyers. Most people assume he is one. It’s a trick of his elegant 

vocabulary and the way he wears a suit so well. He’s really a police officer.  
“He is the deputy superintendent of police,” Heather would insist. “Don’t make it sound 

like he’s some constable with his knee in a drunk’s back, face down on Whyte Avenue.”  

Whatever Ewan is, the media love him. He’s tall and smart and not afraid to stand in 

front of the crest mounted on the wall of the police station issuing official statements. “Integrity, 

courage, community”—those are the words on the crest. Ewan is a glorious caricature of all of 

them. 
Reporters fix cameras and microphones on him while he speaks in sound bites about 

good and evil. And he doesn’t embellish with those dumb police words like “utilize” and 

“indicated” and “subsequently.” He talks in short Anglo-Saxon derived words, so people will 

understand, so they’ll trust. 
None of our husbands is here today. This afternoon, at the restaurant, it will be me, my 

four sisters, one newborn baby, and—as proof of what a special occasion this is—our mother. 

We’re meeting for a baby shower luncheon. Our new-mom days of punch-bowl-party-game baby 

showers are long past, but we still celebrate together, quietly and bittersweetly. We meet in 

restaurants so none of us has to cook or clean up. Since Tina is the sister with the newborn this 

time, she has chosen the venue. It’s one of the elite, upscale places Martin takes her when he’s 

stuck in town. 
Martin’s family—Tina’s family-in-law—are high society people with high society habits 

and tastes. This restaurant isn’t the kind of place Heather, Ashley, Meaghan, or I should know 

exists. But lunch here is more casual than Tina and Martin’s fancy dinner dates. None of the 

other patrons bother to deepen their scowls when Tina lumbers through the doors, still puffy with 

pregnancy fluid, an infant’s car-seat banging against her shin. It’s a classy car-seat, if there can 

be such a thing. She buys a brand new one for every baby. It’s easier than cleaning the old one. 

Meaghan comes ahead of her, holding the heavy wooden door as Tina passes. 
“Ashley had better get here soon,” Tina says, falling into the seat of a chintz covered 

chair. She flips the sheepskin cover off her sleeping newborn. “I’ve got forty-five minutes before 

he starts screaming and chomping again—tops.” 

I’m cooing at Tina’s wrinkly red baby. I hold my hair so it won’t drift down to tickle him 

awake. At his age, babies are anonymous enough that this little person looks like he could be one 

of my own. “I’ll take him if he’s bad,” I promise. “I’ll bundle him up and carry him right outside 

into the cold so he can sing for all the nice people walking down Jasper Avenue, if that’s the way 

he wants it.” 
Tina smiles, slowly and sadly, with pale, unpainted lips and delicate post-partum 

melancholy. “Thank you, Suzanne.” 



Ashley arrives soon after we’ve each ordered a drink. She sails into this stuffy dining 

room with that careless, airy prettiness of hers, like she’s flushed and windswept from a morning 

of surfing rather than from twenty minutes of looking for a parking space in cold, downtown 

streets. 
Oh, and Mum has arrived too. She came along with Tina and Meaghan, walking in last, 

carrying a baby gift in a pastel paper bag with a satiny rope for a handle. Mum doesn’t do 

anything she doesn’t want to do anymore. We’re glad it suits her to be here with us now—at 

least, I hope everyone is glad. 

We’re sick of talking about Tina’s new baby and our old babies. The newborn sleeps, 

strapped into his seat, under the tablecloth, while we talk about Meaghan’s wedding. It’s 

scheduled for a little less than a year from now, next March, when the city will be pitted with 

potholes and heaped in strata of grey, gritty snow. 
“Lime green bridesmaid dresses?” Heather is saying. “Lime green, Meaghan? 

Seriously?” 
The last time Meaghan was engaged, her bridesmaid dresses were coppery brown. I still 

have one hanging in my closet—brown as a not-so-subtle tribute to her old fiancé, an ecological 

sciences graduate student who specialized in soil analysis. 
Ian—the man I’ve only just stopped thinking of as the “new” fiancé—works as a 

downtown corporate computer technician. And the dresses are now green. 
“What? I’ve always loved bright greens. They’re my signature colours. And they’re just 

what we need for a spring wedding, right?” Meaghan’s voice is pitched slightly higher than 

usual. Heather and Meaghan sound like mother and daughter when they disagree. Mum never 

argues with Meaghan, so someone has to be able to get her to sound that way. 
Heather is twelve years older than Meaghan. Large families can’t help but range widely 

through time. In the old days, people might have assumed Meaghan was actually Heather’s 

biological daughter raised discreetly as her sister. It’s not true. Heather didn’t start her period 

until four months after Meaghan was born. Everyone knows that. The fact is, if Meaghan was 

disingenuously raised as anyone’s baby sister, it was as Mum’s. 
Heather fingers a lock of her own hair. “Green clothing brings out the green tones in my 

hair.” 
“Your hair is not green.” 
“All blond hair is a bit green. Check it out the next time I’m in fluorescent lighting. You 

pretty brunettes can all pull off lime green well enough. But I still say the only one of us who’s 

going to look truly good in that dress is Suzanne, with those long legs.” 

It may be true, but it’s burdensome. I try to crawl out from beneath it with, “Isn’t it funny 

how they call it lime green? I mean, have the colour-naming people ever seen a lime in real life? 

They’re dark green. They’re not really that light, yellowy green at all. And they can’t be talking 

about lime juice ‘cause that’s practically white. Right?” 

Meaghan’s shoulders sag away from the chintz at her back. “The dresses are pretty. 

You’ll all look beautiful. That’s why I picked them for you.” 
Ashley turns up her face and smiles. “I’ll wear whatever you want, Meags. It’s just one 

day.” 
Tina is moving on from the controversy of the green dresses, pushing all of us along. She 

does it as a reflex—like someone on a bicycle about to tip over who knows in her muscles and in 

the lowest parts of her brain that forward movement is what’s needed to stay upright. Much of 

the peacekeeping in our family is no more than maintaining pace and momentum. No one stops 



for too long on anything awful. We propel ourselves forward with steady revolutions of patience 

and forgiveness, around and around, word by word. If we coast too far, we’ll fall to the ground.  
“You guys should totally have the wedding at the Hotel Macdonald,” is what Tina says. 

It’s forward movement, but the direction is unfortunate. Someone makes a scoffing 

sound, quiet but audible to me. If Tina hears, she ignores it. “Wasn’t it nice when Martin and I 

had our wedding at the Hotel Macdonald?” she says. “We got all those great photos on the 

terrace with the view of the river valley in the background. And remember those gorgeous 

sculpted ceilings in the ballroom?” 

“Sculpted ceilings are a bit out of our price range,” Meaghan says. 

Ashley is laughing. “Remember the water-stained fibreglass tiles on the ceilings at my 

wedding reception?” 
We’ve got to move on again. 
“So what’s in the bag, Mum?” I ask. 

“Hm? Oh, just some baby stuff,” is all Mum answers. 
This is how she survives us—how our mother navigates the scary seismic energy of the 

family she’s borne. She’s not riding a complicated bicycle-built-for-five. Mum travels in a 

coracle, a tiny boat for one. She’s rowed herself out onto the horizon—alone and adrift, buoyed 

up by the swells of the sea, high above the epicentres cracking and crashing on the surface of the 

earth miles below. From her distance, she can barely read the expressions on our faces or hear 

much meaning in our voices. We could be laughing or crying. Out at sea, she doesn’t have to 

know. 
I keep metaphors like these to myself or the girls will poke and laugh, telling each other 

how darling I am for never getting over that poetry contest I won back in high school.  
I don’t need metaphors to describe how our father gets around. He travels alone too, in a 

big white diesel pickup truck, driving through snow or mud from gas well site to gas well site. 

His solitude is literal, unequivocal. Maybe that’s what makes it feel like it’s not about us, and we 

can let it pass without hurting ourselves on it. And maybe that’s not fair to Mum. 
Heather leans into Tina. “How can you order the salmon and then not eat the roe that 

comes with it?” 

Tina nudges her plate toward Heather. “This slimy black stuff? Help yourself.” 
Meaghan fakes a gag as Heather jabs her fork into Tina’s meal. “Sick. It’s meant to be 

garnish. You don’t eat it.” 

“Sure I do. What’s the matter with you guys? It’s caviar. Don’t think of them as fish 

embryos. Just imagine they’re puffy, slippery salt crystals that burst in your mouth.” 

Tina laughs loudly enough to make the lawyers twitch over their table. “Yuck, Heather. 

You’re such a freak!” 
“Freak? You’re the one who ordered it.” Heather bumps her shoulder against Tina’s arm, 

and they’re laughing and shoving each other over a plate of fish eggs. 

Ashley pushes ahead. “So where does Ian want to have the reception?” she asks 

Meaghan. “I’ve seen him in that shiny purple dress shirt. He’s one of those—what did they used 

to call them?—one of those metrosexual guys. He must have an opinion on everything to do with 

the wedding planning.” 
Meaghan gulps the food in her mouth. “Heh, yeah he does. It’s actually Ian’s mom who’s 

got the reception figured out. She has this cute little country church hall in mind. It’s got some 

traditional family significance.” 

“Aw, that’s nice,” I say. “A place special to Ian’s mom.” 



“Ian’s mom?” Ashley repeats. “Oh yeah. I forgot Meaghan’s getting a mother-in-law 

along with a husband.” 
“A real live mother-in-law,” Tina echoes. “How weird is that?” 

My married sisters look across the table at each other, passing over me as they exchange 

smug grins. 
Tina knows exactly how weird it is. We all do. Mothers-in-law are usually an 

unavoidable part of married life, at least for people our age, but I am the only one of my sisters to 

actually have one. My sisters are not very classy about their orphan-in-law status. For no reason 

at all, they’ve got all the mother-in-law rancour of girlie twenty-first century Fred Flintstones. 

And here they go again, bragging about how they get to live through marriage without any 

mothers-in-law. 
Still, my sisters must envy me sometimes—like when my Troy shuts down the dental 

clinic for a week and we fly off to our timeshare in Hawaii, just the two of us. Without any 

complaining, his mom comes into the city and stays with our kids while we’re gone. We leave 

her in charge of our progeny and everything we own without worrying about a thing.  

Our mum is different. When our mum—the lady on the far side of the table picking all 

the mushrooms out of the wild mushroom linguini she’s ordered—comes across town to visit my 

house, she’s greeted as an honoured guest and met with freshly cleaned bathrooms, tense 

grandchildren, and the best food I can cook. 
Troy’s mom, May, steps through the door of my house like a great, shining domestic 

angel from a 1960s marriage manual. She’s “The Fascinating Mother-in-law.” When we come 

home from our vacations, we find every item of Troy’s clothing that’s not still in his suitcase 

ironed and hanging in the closet. All the dishes have been taken out of the cupboards and washed 

by hand in scalding water because, as May says, mechanical dishwashers lack a proper human 

touch. 
It sounds like I’m eulogizing my mother-in-law. She isn’t dead, but I am a bit blue about 

her lately. May is going to leave us again. She’ll be off on another one of her humanitarian 

service missions, cleaning teeth for poor people in Central America. She’ll be gone for most of 

the year. 

Don’t misunderstand. Housekeeping and free goodies aren’t the only things I love about 

my mother-in-law. The rest is difficult to explain. I’m afraid it demands metaphors. May is a 

screen, a living partition separating me from the flawed mess of people all around me. My 

mother-in-law is an invisible wall—like the ones mimes pretend to stand behind, pressing their 

hands flat against it to make it real. And when I am seen through May’s wall, miming my part, I 

am perfect—my movements, my form, all of me. It’s perfection. I am not Sister Suzanne or 

Nurse Suzanne but Perfect Daughter-in-law Suzanne. May is the only person with the authority 

to call me that. And she did—spoke the words right into my ear as she hugged me goodbye one 

Christmas evening, ages ago. 

None of my sisters is a daughter-in-law, perfect or otherwise. In this way, I am a 

singularity. I am one whole of something cherished by May rather than one fifth of something 

kept distant from my own mother. The math is tricky. I haven’t solved the problem through to its 

end. But in my guts I know that as long as I have May in my life, I have a part of myself that 

exists without flaws, or ambivalence, or peers. 
I am a daughter-in-law: the perfect daughter-in-law. None of my sisters can say the same. 

Not even Meaghan can say it. Sure, she’s getting a living mother-in-law when she marries Ian, 

but perfection is not for everyone, especially not my sisters. There’s nothing wrong with that. 



Poll any large family and they’ll agree there can only be one sister recognized as the pretty one, 

or the smart one, or the crazy one. And there can be only one perfect sister. Our perfect sister has 

to be me. Don’t mistake this for bragging. It’s not an honour. I love it, but sometimes I hate it 

too. However I feel about it, I owe it to May. The sweetness, patience, compassion, decorum, 

fastidiousness—that’s not an inheritance from my mother. It came from somewhere else. It must 

have come from May—things I learned from her and through her. All of my perfection, it 

depends on my mother-in-law.  
 

Maybe I’m wrong, and mothers-in-law are more scarce than I know. Maybe it’s not so strange 

that my sisters’ mothers-in-law have vanished. 
 Ashley’s husband, Durk, was born to a teenaged party-girl. Through a combination of 

headlong ignorance and wilful blindness, she didn’t know for sure she was pregnant until it was 

almost time for him to be born. Naturally, she partied long into her pregnancy. Durk copes fairly 

well with the disadvantages his mother chemically engineered into his brain. But sometimes, 

when he’s done some heavy self-medicating, and his clothes and hair are smelling particularly 

weedy, Durk will tell that story about being born in a public toilet during a high school football 

game. We all love Durk and want to believe him when he tells us anything, even this. But we 

can’t believe it until he tells the story sober, at least once. 
Durk’s girl-mom swore she loved him. And she knew lots of nice teenaged moms who 

raised nice kids, so she figured it couldn’t be too hard. They lived together until something awful 

happened. No one knows for sure what it was. All we know is what we see on the tops of each of 

Durk’s hands. They’re marked with stiff, flat spots without any lines or pores on them—white 

scar tissue that won’t tan in the sun. They’re the same size and shape as those cigarette burns 

we’d find in the grimy broadloom carpets of the old motels we stayed in when we were taken on 

vacations as kids. 
 By the time Durk was four years old, Ashley’s first potential mother-in-law had turned 

him over to the state. There was a short interim where he lived in foster homes he says he doesn’t 

remember before he was adopted by a woman old enough to be his grandmother. He got a legal 

mother through the adoption but not a father. The lady’s husband wouldn’t let the lawyers print 

his name on the court documents. 
The lady who adopted Durk kept him warm and properly fed. He was fully vaccinated 

and safe, the way anyone would be with his own in-house social worker. When he turned 

eighteen, Durk stuffed his huge, smelly football equipment bag with everything he owned and 

fired her as his social worker, as his mom, as his daughters’ grandmother, as Ashley’s mother-in-

law. None of us has ever met her. 
 

Tina has never met her mother-in-law either. Martin’s mother was one of the Socialite 

Suicides of the 1980s. Remember them? They were those sad, rich ladies—ones who acted out 

clichés like long black cigarette holders and martini lunches and pet peacocks. In another cliché, 

they became so crushed beneath their own ennui that six of them killed themselves within two 

years. Most of them took civilized overdoses of what people used to call “tranquilizers.” 

Typically the socialites were found dead in their beds, Marilyn Monroe style. 
Martin’s mom liked luxury cars better than she liked movie stars. After her kids were in 

bed and the staff were finished for the night, she shut all four of the garage doors and turned on 

the ignition of her silver 1950 Bentley. Martin’s father had given it to her the same winter she 

met his mistress in person. That night, Martin’s mother sat in the dark of the garage and waited. 

The car ran out of gas after she was asphyxiated, and just before Martin and his brothers would 



have been sick from the carbon monoxide seeping into the house through the ceiling and walls. 

They were unharmed, but the paramedics rushed them to the hyperbaric chamber in Calgary 

anyway. 

It’s not like Martin’s mother meant to annihilate her family. She was just never troubled 

by trifles. 
The family sold the silver Bentley. Now it’s an exhibit in one of those travelling auto 

shows. It’s the Hope Diamond of death-cars—pristine and tragic and cursed. 
The last time the auto show came through the city, Tina wrapped a silk scarf around her 

head, topped it with a big hat and sunglasses. She paid the gate admission and found her mother-

in-law’s Bentley. It was parked inside an arena, diagonal on a maroon carpet, rimmed with velvet 

ropes, the doors open. Tina ducked under the ropes, bent her body—pregnant belly and 

everything—through the driver’s door. She sat behind the wheel, the tip of her pinky fingernail 

slid into the ignition’s keyhole. If she turned her finger, the nail would have broken off, the 

ragged-edged sliver falling through the slot, disappearing into the machine. Tina tipped her head 

back, against the seat, crushing the brim of her hat, closing her eyes behind her sunglasses. And 

she stayed there, trying to sense—something. She didn’t move until a guy with a walkie-talkie 

and a T-shirt marked STAFF politely asked her to step out of the car. 
“Another overgrown Goth-girl,” she heard the auto show guy report. 

When they first got married, Tina believed it was dutiful and helpful to coax Martin to 

talk about the Socialite Suicides. 

He was confused, genuinely bewildered. Martin’s emotions are bizarre and inappropriate 

most of the time, but that doesn’t mean they’re always faked. 
“Talk about it?” he’d said. “What do you want me to say?” 
“Well, maybe you should start by telling me how your mom’s death made you feel.” 

“Why? Anyone can imagine how it would make someone feel.” 
“Sure, but what if the feelings I imagine for you aren’t the right ones?” 

“Of course they’re the right ones. Why wouldn’t they be?” 
That’s how it always went. Tina hasn’t broached the Socialite Suicides with Martin in 

years, not since she sat in the Bentley herself. 
 

The story of the end of Heather’s mother-in-law is the one we like least. Heather did meet 

her mother-in-law. We all did. We called her Carol. Heather and her mother-in-law knew each 

other for over ten years before the end. 
It was a difficult decade, as most people’s final ten years usually are. During that time, 

Carol was poor, morbidly obese, and probably mentally ill. Her blood pressure, cholesterol, 

blood sugar—everything in every cell of her body was strained to breaking. Her first heart attack 

hurt. She couldn’t breathe, and the violent diarrhoea that came with it—her body jettisoning 

cargo, desperate to do something—was a particularly rude surprise. No one tells people to expect 

these things. We talk about heart attacks in terms of a crushing but civilized sense of doom and 

pain above the waist, never a feral collapse of the lower works. We medical people are complicit 

in it. At the hospital, we quietly clean everyone up, and the secret stays safe. 

Carol said bypass surgery and the recovery from it were worse than the heart attack itself. 

She’s not the only person to think so. I hear it often from patients in the ICU still groggy from 

brushes with clinically controlled death, stapled shut and sore. 

“I know what she’s trying to do,” Heather intoned to me over the telephone. It was the 

day Ewan had to drive his mom back to her house in the middle of a visit, the day Heather 



discovered Carol had been staying with them for three days without the blister pack of 

prescriptions she needed to stay well. “Carol knows there’s more than one way to make sure she 

doesn’t have to live through the recovery from another heart attack.” 

I don’t know if Carol brought her pills with her the last time she came to stay at Heather’s 

house. It was midway through the morning, after Ewan and the kids had left for the day, when 

Heather carried a load of clean laundry into the bedroom where Carol was sleeping—only she 

wasn’t sleeping. 
When the ambulance didn’t arrive the moment Heather ended her 911 call, she hopped 

onto the bed, kneeling beside her mother-in-law. Heather is a person who fixes things, not a 

person who waits for things. She knew just enough emergency first aid to believe she had better 

try to fix this too. 
She stayed there, compressing Carol’s chest with the heels of her hands, until the 

paramedics came. In all that time, with all that pressure, the skin on Carol’s sternum never 

bruised. The fat beneath it was waxy like the untrimmed edge of a pork chop palpated through 

plastic wrap in a grocery store cooler. Between compressions, Heather stooped to blow breath 

after breath into Carol’s throat, sealing the void with her own mouth. 
I’ve seen death countless times in the hospital, as a professional. In intensive care units 

like mine, rolling out a green sterile carpet for death to strut in on is what we do. I’ve seen death 

happen, watched it dawning over everything. But Heather is one of the few people—maybe the 

only person I’ll ever know—who can say what human death tastes like. And not “tasting death” 

in some ephemeral poetic sense, but in the real sense—lips and teeth. She tried to tell me about it 

once, not to shock me but to comfort me, as if she was afraid I might think it was worse than it 

had turned out to be. 
“Everything is there, the whole planet—mucus membranes and saliva that’s cold like 

something spat on the street. There’re yellow plaques, un-brushed morning teeth, wet dental 

metal, all the sugar and salt that’s never quite swallowed away. It’s cold but it tastes,” she said, 

“like anyone would taste when you get too close.” 
Two months after Carol was buried, Heather began an apprenticeship as a mortician, 

working a few days a week in a pastel stucco funeral home. She told us it was inevitable. She 

told us it was only a sign of bad high school guidance counselling that she hadn’t known to 

choose a career in the funeral industry instead of mucking around at university getting that 

criminology degree. She told us to ignore the timing, that her new job was a long time in coming 

and hadn’t begun with her mother-in-law’s death. 
Maybe it begins in the same place for everyone who does Heather’s work—someplace defiant, 

near the need to reject the secrecy meant to protect us, hiding death away from us so we can live. 

A funeral—an embalming or a cremation—is an interruption of decay, a re-routing, a hijacking. 

In that way, Heather devastates devastation every day. Death has a thousand yellow-grey faces 

she can know, features for her to set in peaceful poses. My sister takes death by its hands, lifts it, 

turns it, drains it, and fills it. She’s mortal as anything, but she’s moving through the ends of all 

those worlds, upright, alert, warm and alive, taking everything apart. 


